JURY MEMBERS
Annex 14.a

List approved in Ponta Delgada, Azores, Portugal, 8th November 2015

AUSTRIA
Paul Szameitat Precision / Rally pszameit@aon.at

CZECH REPUBLIC
Jiri DODAL Precision / Rally dodal@aeroklub.cz
Milos FIALA Precision / Rally
Michael SEBEK Rally

DENMARK
Vagn JENSEN Precision / Rally ndata@post3.tele.dk

FINLAND
Heikki JOUPPILA Precision

FRANCE
Philippe ODEON Rally
Bertraud DE GREEF Precision
Jacky CARRIQUIRIBERRY Precision / Rally

GERMANY
Heinrich LINKOGEL Rally

HUNGARY
Janos BENEDEK Rally benedek.janos@gmail.com
NORWAY
Ottar TEIGLAND                Precision/ Rally   ottar@ps.vf.no
Bror-Eric HJULSTAD            Precision

POLAND
Krzysztof LENARTOWICZ         Precision /Rally  kris.lenartowicz@gmail.com
Edward POPIOLEK                Precision /Rally
Dariusz ZAWLOCKI              Rally

SLOVAKIA REPUBLIK
Jan CHUDY                      Precision /Rally  chuddy.jan@gmail.com
Antonin KAZDA                  Precision/ Rally

SOUTH AFRICA
Deon VAN DEN BERG              Precision /Rally  brendarv7@gmail.com
Jan HANEKOM                    Rally               jan@tilt-tech.co.za
Hans Schwebel                  Precision             hans.s@britsgranite.co.za

SPAIN
Jesus M.Mas MENARGUES          Rally                 jesus@termoformas.net
David MAS MARTINEZ             Rally
Pedro CABANERO                 Rally                 pedro.perecab@gmail.com
Juan Ramon Alvarez CARAMAZANA  Rally

SWEDEN
Arne NYLEN                    Precision
Ingmar OLSSON                 Precision

SWITZERLAND
Heinrich SCHAWALDER            Precision

UNITED KINGDOM
Malcolm EVANS                  Rally
Peter GRIST                   Precision
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